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• You Can Play in Singleplayer Mode too The main scenario is the same across all platforms, but there are some
differences in additional events that are tailored to each platform. There are also some differences in the game

features that are unique to each platform. -PS4: Online leaderboards, new options, various details improved, etc.
-Xbox One: The GPU of Xbox One is much faster than that of the PS4, so online play is faster. -PC: Many details
have been improved. • Various Additions to the Game As a part of the enhancement, the new features include:

-Chapter I: The chapter featuring the story for the first main character with whom you will start the game. -Chapter
II: A story featuring a new main character, John, in a new world. -Chapter III: The third chapter is a short scenario in
which you can try out your newly acquired skills. -Chapter IV-5: New character and new world. -Chapter IV-6: New
character and new world. -Chapter V-1: A story featuring a new main character who will be the protagonist in the

future. -Chapter V-2: New character and new world. -Chapter V-3: New character and new world. -Chapter VI-1: New
character and new world. -Chapter VI-2: New character and new world. -Chapter VI-3: New character and new

world. -Chapter VII-1: New character and new world. -Chapter VII-2: New character and new world. -Chapter VII-3:
New character and new world. • Various Additions and Improvements to the Game For the user interface, we have
improved the number of hot keys and added a system to mark the selected hot key. We have also added an option

to display the battle results screen while the game is played. -Battle results screen options added. -Support for
panning images taken using the 2D microscope on the UI has been added. -The maximum size of the images on the

UI has been increased. -Some UI improvements have been added. -Various other UI improvements have been
added. For the graphics, we have improved the effects of the camera, improved the frame rate when in soft lock

state, and added various other effects

Features Key:
A thrilling Action RPG with an epic and mythological setting.

Flexible and engaging battle system with Story Mode, Adventure Mode, and Dynamis.
Huge Adventure Dungeon that will challenge your skills with the storyline of your own character's independent
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actions.
Customizable and flexible in-game equipment that can be combined to upgrade weapon and armor.

Special Trial Fields and unique settings that will challenge your skills.
Climax Action Battle for incredible graphics and graphics effect.

Earn special battle items and level them up when they are obtained.
Challenge Meets The Guild where you can find various Guild members and exchange information.

Third-person view allows you to precisely control your character's movements in battle.
A variety of playable characters with different classes and Attribute Points.

Beautifully varied weapons and battle magic objects.
Dynamic action scenes that will give you an adrenaline rush from beginning to end.

System Requirements:

Available OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10
Processor (Require): 1.6 GHz Intel Core i5 or higher
Memory (Require): 1 GB RAM or higher
Hard Disk (Require): 40 GB free space

Enjoy!
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